Directions

1. From Central Ave, turn *at traffic light* onto Zach Curlin (onto campus).
2. Travel a few hundred yards and park in the garage on the right hand side of the street (just before the campus elementary school).
3. Park on any floor but go to the *ground floor* when exiting the garage and walk to adjacent building (Roane Fieldhouse).
   - Retain parking ticket and pay prior to leaving the garage—this is done at the exit stations.
4. Enter into the Fieldhouse through the glass doors on the side of the building (the side facing the parking garage).
5. Once entering through the glass doors, enter through the automatic gray double doors in front of you.
6. Turn right and walk down the hallway to your first door on the right (106 Fieldhouse).
7. You have arrived at the main School of Health Studies office.